Unit XVI: An Age of Revolutions

M 8 Feb  DBQ Workshop Day 1
Tu 9 Feb  DBQ Workshop Day 2
W 10 Feb  Great Powers on the Rise: Austria vs Prussia - Day 1
          Kagan (439-443)
Th 11 Feb  Great Powers on the Rise: Austria vs Prussia - Day 2
          Kagan (532-535)
          video: "Marie Antoinette: the Hand Over" (3)
F 12 Feb  LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY HOLIDAY - NO SCHOOL
----------
M 15 Feb  PRESIDENTS' DAY HOLIDAY - NO SCHOOL
Tu 16 Feb  Enlightened Absolutism (pre-write)
          Kagan (580-589)
          Video: “Catherine’s Reforms” (15) - start @ 6:02
W 17 Feb  In-Class DBQ
Th 18 Feb  Great Powers on the Rise: Great Britain and France (pre-write)
          Kagan (427-428 & 437-438)
F 19 Feb  Review: The American Revolution
          Europe and the American Revolution (pre-write)
          Kagan (535-541)
----------
M 22 Feb  Review: The French Revolution - Day 1
          Kagan (594-624)
          Video: "The French Revolution, Chs. 1-3 (20) - show after review of Old Regime
          Lit Analysis: 1
Tu 23 Feb  Review: The French Revolution - Day 2
          Kagan (594-624)
          Lit Analysis: 2, 3, 4
W 24 Feb  Review: Napoleon Bonaparte & The Congress of Vienna
          Kagan (628-642)
Th 25 Feb  Great Powers in Decline (pre-write)
          Kagan (418-419, 438-439, and 447-450) + Dutch Republic Reading
F 26 Feb  UNIT XV EXAMINATION

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
1. Burke, Edmund, Reflections on the French Revolution (1790)
2. French National Assembly, Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (1789)
3. de Gouges, Olympe, Declaration of the Rights of Woman and the Female Citizen (1791)
4. Sieyes, Abbe, What is the Third Estate (1789)